
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 12

Banach Category Theorem. Let X be a top, space. If ACX is

locally meager, i.e. FXGA Jopen Hay USA is
meager, then A

is meager.

of Proof. This is trivial for id rtl spaces since UAA

meager for a ctbl coverA implies A is meager.

ForRegencrIX, posPboere He fllovisa open sets that cover

a set BIX and BLU is nowhere dense (resp.enyer
for each 005, then B is nowhere dance (resp. weaget,

Proof- V W Let U be open s.t. UNBE0N z T ii
B U Then UAV FPfor someVeO and since BerV

is nowhere dense, E DWEV SA. BUW=IBUUIRW=0.
The statement about reager fellows from the one about
nowhere dense, (Clain)

Now let to be he collection of all open sets 4 1.7. UAA is

meaner. By the hypothesis, U ==UHFA.



3) Form's leana (AC), a maximal disjoint subcollection

Well, so by the claim, AAU is meager, where VIVO.

Let UI== Uze. We'd like he sow t ANU: A is meager.

uButobuvHtULViwodeeas
it

1, i.e. UCF 10 UIV=FIV=OV,
which is nowhere case. Let**WIll be open. ThenEl

conengty s.t. U'lN=:WE. But then if Val W' are
disjoint, OVSWB is a disjoint subcollection of 2,
contradicting the maximality of0. Thus, VRWP

Now let is 2X in a top, space
X. We want to understand

when B is Baire measurable, in fact, distill a "largest
part of B" What is Baire measurable

Let Ul):= 34AX:Uopen a UHB3,
is reting and UCB):= VULB).

Prop. FBIX, UCB) HB, i.e. UIB)LB is meager.

Moreover, B is Baire measurable <=) BLUIB) is meager -> B=PUBBY

Proof. UCB) is a cover of UIBLB, by def, so the Banach



category the implies Ut UIB)(B is meager.
Now if BIULB) is meager, then B =*U(B).
And conversely, if is is Buire measurable, Run B*U,
o UEUIB), hence BLULB)=BLU is meager.

For
any Baire was. BIX, its =.clam contains an

open set by def, but many
such open sets, e.g.

-
R

mo

We call an open set regular if
W

=>
regular * not

1 =inLS). A closed set is regular if
regular its complement is regular open.

For
open 11x, let Bout 1 ==3xG4: Fopen Verx,045).

Prop. Let X be a top space, UEX & FIX cosed.

(a) U is regular (=> 0U=0ontU.

2) F is regular (5 F = intIF).
↑roof. Exercise,

Theorem. For my top, space Xd BEX Baire meas.,

UCB) is the unique regular open at =*B
In particular, BSUIB) is a "canonical selector"



for BMIX)/, i.e. selecting a set from each =*ckm.

In other words, BMIX /*= ROIX:= The collection

of all regular open subsets of X.
Prof. Exercise,

The associated game. For a nonempty Polish space X, fix an
ctbs open

basis it as a complete compat. metricd.
For a set B: X, the Banach-Mazur game CPM(B) is

P1. Uo Ur
a c -

P2, U, Us

sit. UnEU is nonempty, UnifoUni <=> Pun= Un,
and diam /Un) < z. P1 wins <=t QUn= 3x32B.

Theorem (Banach-Mazar, Oxtoby). Let X be nonempty Polishal BCX.
2) Player I has a winning strategy in "M(B) at B is meager.
2) Player I has a winning strategy in CPM(B) <> B is comager

in come nonempty open not,

Cor. If M(BLUB)) is determined, then B is Baire measurable

In particular, AD implies all subsets of Polish spaces are



Baire measurable
Proof. Recall tht B is Baireweas. <> BLUCB) is meager.

#f PI has a winning str. in aPMCBLULB1), Rea
3 IUCB) is meager, so B is Baire meas

We show at PI cannot have a winning strategy in
CPMCBLUCB). Indeed, sterise I conempty open
UIBUCB), so UGGLB) contradicting UNUCB) =10.

Proof of The. CE. Suppose B is meager. Then BEVF meager
will to closed. When PI has played Men,
have PC play any legal Uen=ReaL Fn.
(Note Ut UalFa is still nonneger, have

nonempty.)
(a) E. Let o be a winning str. for P2,

call a position p
=(0os.... Uent) in a

By convention, good for a point xX if xEUInt.>the empty position Note h FxcB, 5 maximal good position
pillisgoodin. in 0 lotherwise, the out one of the game

i) x E B, contradicting a being a cincing
str. fer P2). Thus, B= UMp, where

PG8



↑pi =3xGX: p is maximal good for x3. Since
& is albl, it remains to show lot each Mp is
nowhere dense. Let UP open

at p
=700, ...,Uents).

let PI play any legal Uen2 =URDent. If Mp
is dense in 1, then no matter what Vents
P2 plays according to 0, Mp would still intersect

dents, contradicting the maximal goodness of p
for the points in Mp1 Uent3·

(b) E3. Suppose UIB a G-P, Then let Do EU be

& legal move for $1, 10 we chill have PoltB.

P1 Uo U2
2 --

P2 I, Va

Then after Do, the game is equivalent he

p><SPI swapped of B replaced with ULB.
I

so part (a) implies (b).


